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Abstract— This paper obeys to expound appendage of Direct 

Marketing and Multi-Level Marketing in foster deepness of their 

determination. Direct marketing, is a shape of advertising which uses 

bodily stuff such as catalogues and fliers to adjoin instruction of a 

positive consequence or utility supplied to possible customers. The 

instruction is object to possible customers thus creating a more 

correct sales calculation. This fix a cost-effective form of adman for 

companies with a little adman budget. Multi-Level Marketing 

(MLM) on the other hand is a scheme where sales distributors 

stand-point more on the recruitment of modern members that will 

beseem sales distributors themselves. The protracted run boost of 

these MLM chains are that with all modern member recruited, the 

recruiter will accept a positive rise of recur each time their down cord 

sells something. The quiet obey to pay the wage of tall-stage officials 

of the MLM power structure. "numerous MLM advertisements show 

whole the result and distinction of a pyramid plan, except the MLM 

organizations has nonetheless been apportionment to stay and 

prosper. It is to be close in this document that level if the MLM 

organization is controversial, it is to be looked at and justice from 

different positions such as esteem, culture and in which nation it is 

being carried out in. 

Direct selling organization in India is individual of the rapid 

increasing non-storage retail formats. Different storage and 

non-storage retail formats have developed to good this rapid 

marketplace and direct selling is one such non-storage retail format. 

The rapid Indian marketplace has charmed a high number of Indian 

and outlandish direct selling organizations. By 2015-16 direct selling 

occupation in India would extend a greatness of Rs 11,000 crore 

heighten customer bestow. Multilevel marketing (MLM) also known 

as pyramid selling, network marketing, and referral marketing is a 

marketing scheme in which the sales force is atone not only for sales 

they personally originate, except also for the sales of the other sales 

community that they repair. This paper tries to stand-point on clew 

front of MLM and also what encourage investigator can add on to the 

modern lore. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  Multi-level marketing is a marketing scheme in which the sales 
force are atone not only for sales they personally engender, 
except also for the sales of the other sales community that they 
recruit. This recruited sales force is attribute to as the 
sectionicipant's "downline", and can furnish multiple degree of 
remuneration. Multi-level marketing attribute to a marketing 
access in which constituent are urge to seize an engaged role in 
raising the website. This is done by proposing them a 
compensate for each lucky referral of the website to other 
prospective constituent. To urge possible constituent to  
 

 
 

 

purchase soon and to bestow referrals to potent community, 
these mechanisms also reward indirect referrals — direct 
referrals linked to the member through other direct referrals.  
Other provisions used for MLM involve pyramid selling, 
network marketing, and referral marketing. Agreeably to the 
USA Federal Trade Commission, some MLM design gain their 
profit from taping other constituent of the mesh, and they are 
illegal pyramid schemes. Most normally, the sales community 
are anticipated to vend consequence straightly to customers by 
resources of relationship referrals and term of mouth marketing. 
Some community use direct selling as an equivalent for MLM, 
although MLM is only single mark of direct selling. 
Organizations that use MLM standard for remuneration have 
been a many subject of stricture and lawsuits. Stricture has center 
on their correspondent to not legal pyramid schemes, cult-like 
conduct, cost fixing of consequence, elevated initial entrance 
expenditure accent on recruitment of others over authentic sales, 
urging if not demand constituent to leverage and use the 
organizations consequence, tap of personal relationships as 
twain sales and recruiting aim, intricate and amplify 
remuneration plans, the organizations and leading distributors 
creating major money off grooming  and materials, and cult-like 
proficiency which some cluster use to heighten their constituent 
excitement and piety. 

II. OBJECTIVE 

Current world, techno lies are playing a crucial role in improve 
the work culture that is present in various organizations. It can be 
used for various purposes resulting in major enhancements in the 
organizations way of life. These are the following ways in which 
technology can be applied in today’s corporate culture: - 
 

 User Friendly website so user can easily communicate. 

 Dealing with the parent company at faster rate. 

 Easy way to communicate with website 

 Broader approach to the world and hence a worldwide 

output  

 Add saving time both client and user.  

III. RELATED WORK 

In the current method, all the written documents are paper work 
which is control manually. In this case, there is a chance of 
getting written documents polluted. Moreover, in the current 
method there is always a likely that anybody can read the written 
documents. There are no rights set for the different users 
approaching each written document. There is no choice in the 
current method to supply pledge for the facts being convey from 
one user to another. Current method may prove to be ineffective 
if the fact cannot be handed over to the true person. The concept 
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used in the current method may be duration consuming. There 
might not be any pledge algorithms used in the current method. 
Tracking of written documents are hard. There is no file era. 
There is no ease to  
understand what all written document kinds are there. There 
might not be any pledge algorithms used in the current method. 
 
 

Limitations of the Current Method 

 More Time Consumption 
 Less Pledge 
 More Complex 

 

IV. TOOLS AND TECHNOLOGIES 

 HTML 
 CSS 
 jQuery 
 BOOTSTRAP 
 PHP 
 MYSQL 

 
 

V. PROPOSED METHOD 

The proposed method should be powerful of get the better of 
the problems in the current method. It should appease the needs 
of the end users. All the demand should be thoughtful while 
expanding the modern method. Modern method should be able 
to collective modern changes. The proposed method will be 
expanded with SQL Server as the back end and jQuery as 
front-end tools. This method is separate into two sections – 
Admin and Client. In the proposed method, Admin is the major 
section which is having manage over the client section. Admin 
section negotiate with Administration. A login form has been 
made to assign only authorize administrator to approach the 
method. It holds particularize almost all users and the 
desectionments to which the user tells. It also holds particularize 
almost the kind of written documents that are going to be storage, 
i.e. whether a document is a JPG file, PNG file etc. This section 
accomplishes all action like addition, deletion and updating on 
users, desectionments and on the written document kind that are 
storage in it. It also holds a report formation ease. A login form 
has been produced to allot only authorized users to approach the 
method. Authorized users can make approach to the Admin 
section. This section holds particularize almost user i.e. it shows 
only the written documents that are meant for current user. This 
section supply’s ease for addition, deletion and updating of all 
documents of user. It also has the ease for handling password. 
User side also supplies pledge. Pledge is supplied by giving 
rights to each user for reading and writing. Those who have 
allowance can upload files for complain, add money. Structure 
of reports are available in the proposed method. Reports can be 
produced for different documents, document kind, user 
particularize, reports produce on a particular date. There is a 
promote ease which grant notices to all users. 

 

VI. MODULUS DISCRIPTION 

A. LOGIN / SIGNUP 

Module allot the modern client to fill their name, Email, 
mobile no, password and creates a user id for them. Old clients 
can directly login.  

B. SUPPORT 

Password enter by the client are checking for validation. If 
valid, the enquiry module is open. An enquiry from will be show 
show the complaint number. Users can specify the Subject, 
message and the file. Modules allots the users to know whether 
the complaint placed by them are accept or not. 

C. GENERATED PINS 

Users enters the required pin, wallet amount etc. and method 
generate pins which are showing in unused pin panel. 

D. WALLET 

The user add money in advance in advance wallet by enter 
some particularize like value, transaction type, file and remark. 
So, admin can easily verify the transaction and allot these 
transactions so user see their amount into wallet. 

E. DASHBOARD 

 
 
.           figure 1: This figure shows admin dashboard 

VII. FLOW DIAGRAM 

 
      
                  Figure 2: This figure shows user login flow 
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    Figue 3: This figure shows admin login flow 
  

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

The emerging Indian marketplace has attracted huge number of 

Indian and outlandish direct selling organizations. although 

direct selling is a relatively modern activity in India, despite of 

that in 18 years, it has supplied additional chance and living to 

over 1 billion Indian households and has fretful the return of Rs 

10000 crore. Impost to exchequer on narration of direct selling 

organization is in advance of Rs 800 outreach. By 2015-16 direct 

selling occupation in India would extend a magnitude of Rs 

15,000 crore on back of advance client bestow. Direct selling 

also proposes self-employment chance to a great number of 

communities, mainly to the women in India. The figure of direct 

seller in India has nearly become twice between 2005 and 2010. 

In provisions of the number of direct sellers, India got 10th 

among the head direct selling nations in 2008-09. In 

forthcoming, this sector is anticipating to propose employment 

chance not only in the city but also in countrified areas. The 

direct selling activity not only propose a choice employment 

chance but has also conduce in provisions of heighten proceeds 

for those who have invade the activity as direct sellers. However, 

since last 18 years there has been a need of clarity on the 

legislations rule this animate sector. An Inter-cabinet Committee 

was layout below the auspices of council of Customer matter to 

apprehend and formulate the essential legislation rule the direct 

selling activity. Among other things, the team is regarding to 

ordain of legislation to methodize the direct selling / multi-level 

marketing organizations; formulate rules and regulations for 

these organizations; and advance and to some existent accept 

Interdiplomataic best pattern to save customer. FMCG & FICCI 

department sub-group on direct selling tendency to tact the 

interest & effect touching the direct selling organizations. 

According to the sub-group, some of the factors describe rule the 

direct selling occupation are:  

 Group occupied in direct selling group must have 

registration below group Act. 

 These organizations should possess every essential 

permission and empower.  

 Payment should tie straightly to consequence sales. 

 Below direct selling modern repair should have the 

power to ascend in the sales method. 

 Organizations should repurchase catalogue which has 

not be sold. 

 Opportunities should be given to the Customer to revert 

the catalogue etc. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

The “MULTI-LEVEL MARKETING” has been developed to 

avoid the difficulty facing in the current method. The developing 

method was found to complete the action easily. The extrinsic of 

the method have been achieved.  

The main goal that has been achieving are:  

 Commitment the process time and improve throughput.  

 It makes the operation easy.  

 Supply automate work in the current method.  

 Lessen facts redundancies and incompatibility.  

 User required input shelter to fill facts.  

  A consonant effective method has been successfully 

developed, appliance and proof. The method has been made with 

PHP and SQL. The method is most elastic and user favorable. So 

farther alters can be integrated into the method simply. Sufficient 

written documentation arranges for defense and future raise.  
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